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Secrets to Swim Spa Buying Success 

Will a swim spa soon be part of your family’s health and entertainment? If so, 

congratulations! But before choosing the first model you see, take a few minutes to 

familiarize yourself with some helpful buying tips that will save you time, energy 

and money. Planning ahead - before you buy - is a smart strategy for ensuring you 

get the most value for your money and the right swim spa to fit your needs. After 

all, a swim spa is an exciting purchase that you’re likely to make only once. Make 

an informed, well-prepared decision and enjoy your swim spa for years to come. 

What is a Swim Spa? 

Imagine having the luxury of swimming in your 

very own pool from the comforts of home, but in 

less space. A swim spa is the solution! A fantastic 

alternative to a traditional swimming pool or spa, 

the swim spa offers all the same great features of 

both a swimming pool and a spa, but for less 

money.  

The perfect solution for families with limited 

space, a swim spa provides entertainment, health and relaxation for the whole 

family. 

The swim spa works great for swimming because of the never-ending current. By 

swimming against the powerful current, you can experience the health benefits of 

swimming laps in a traditional pool but in a much smaller space. It’s exactly like a 

traditional swimming pool, but with the added benefits of never having to turn 

around or meet the wall.  

For cardiovascular benefits, exercise and strength training or simply lounging, swim 

spas are loads of fun and a healthy way for the entire family to relax and enjoy quality 

time together. 
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Swim Spa Jets - Swimming Against the Current – 

Swim Machine 

Endless Pools uses a custom-made, hydraulically 

powered propulsion system that creates a laminar 

current of up to 5,000 gallons per minute (GPM) that 

is wider than your body and deeper than your stroke. 

Multiple conditioning grills smooth and redirect the 

water, resulting in a swim current that is free of 

turbulence. Even at full power, it feels like 

swimming in open water. 

The swim machine is powered by a hydraulic power 

unit (HPU) that pumps high-grade, biodegradable 

vegetable oil to the incredibly efficient 5 HP 

underwater motor. This design allows for maximum 

power while remaining energy efficient. With the water resistant remote control, you 

can increase or decrease speed on the fly. The swim machine flow speed ranges from 

5:00 to 1:08 minutes per 100 yards, and can be easily adjusted 
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What are the Health Benefits of Using a Swim Spa? 

With improved health and fitness a priority, many people choose to add a swim spa 

to the home for an easy and convenient way to enhance a health and wellness 

program. From weight loss to cardiovascular health, even stress relief, a swim spa is 

a health club, spa retreat and workout station from the comforts of home. 

Low Impact Therapeutic Relief for Aches and Pain - For anyone suffering from 

everyday or chronic aches and pains, therapeutic 

relief through low-impact activities in an aquatic 

environment provide immense relief and provides 

freedom to pursue  

fitness goals without the worry of causing 

increased pain.  

Complete body workouts simultaneously tone and 

strengthen all major muscle groups, and when that 

exercise happens in an aquatic environment, 

water’s natural resistance and buoyancy helps to 

deliver great results with less impact on muscles 

and joints than land-based exercise. 

Weight Loss & Cardiovascular Health -Perhaps the biggest health benefit to be 

gained from using a swim spa is weight loss. With swimming not only possible, but 

easy, using a swim spa for just a few days a week is an easy and effective way to 

lose a few pounds, tone muscles and improve cardiovascular heart health. 

The possibilities are endless with the swim spa, and even walking against the current 

created in the pool is a cardiovascular workout that results in improved heart health. 

Particularly for those who find it painful or difficult to exercise in general, a swim 

spa is the perfect low impact activity for maintaining or losing weight. 

Muscle Strength & Definition - With a variety of strength building options for the 

swim spa, it’s never been easier to increase, tone and firm muscles. Row bars and 

clips can be added to easily target upper body and build strength while a variety of 
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different resistance cords can be used to improve flexibility, increase endurance and 

tone muscles. A quick workout in the swim spa a few days a week results in 

significant core strengthening, increasing overall physical health. 

Relaxation, Pain Relief and Stress Management For the millions of Americans who 

suffer from limited mobility or joint pain, using a swim spa is the perfect solution. 

Lounging in the water promotes relaxation, rejuvenation and comfort - a proven 

effective way to calm and soothe tired, overworked muscles and joints.  

 

A few minutes every day and aches, pains and stiff joints are a thing of the past. 

Plus, relaxing in the swim spa is an easy way to manage stress, making it easier to 

face difficult challenges in work and family life.  

Hydrotherapy, which is basically the combination of heat, buoyancy and massage, 

delivers the most intense relaxing experience, resulting in instant pain relief, 

increased flexibility and an intense rejuvenation of mind and body. 
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Understanding the Different Types 

of Swim Spas Available 

Swim spas have grown in popularity rapidly in the past few years, and manufacturers 

are making them available in a wide variety of shapes, models and styles. With 

demand high, finding the perfect swim spa to suit your needs and your budget is 

easy. 

Molded Acrylic Shell – Although you can get just a molded acrylic shell that can be 

placed directly into an exterior deck, most people chose to go with a completely 

portable swim spa much like a portable/moveable outside hot tub. 

 

Portable Swim Spas - If you rent your home, or you’re not sure where you might be 

living down the road, a portable swim spa may be the right choice. Portable swim 

spas are perfect for people looking to take their swim spa with them when they move. 

Portable models are also self-contained, meaning the components are already 

contained inside the unit, making them extremely easy to install. 

 

Customized - Modular designed units are available for inside use. Customized 

models provide maximum aesthetic appeal and can be designed to complement a 

variety of interiors. Modular designs offer the luxury of your very own swimming 

pool, any size, anywhere, from the comforts of your home. If you’re looking for the 

best of both worlds - the relaxing comfort of a hot tub and the invigorating crispness 

of a swimming pool in one, a split model/dual temp swim spa may the right choice. 
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What are the Advantages of Owning 

a Swim Spa Versus a Pool? 

There are a variety of reasons why someone would choose to purchase a swim spa 

over a traditional swimming pool. Understanding a few of these advantages will help 

you clearly choose the best model to fit your needs and, you’ll get the confidence 

that comes from knowing you’ve made the right choice. 

Compact Size - Why should those of us living in 

smaller spaces be denied the opportunity to enjoy 

the benefits of swimming in our very own pool? We 

are not, and size is perhaps the biggest advantage to 

owning a swim spa versus a more traditional 

swimming pool.  

The swim spa brings the full benefits of a large, 

high maintenance swimming pool and a costly hot 

tub home to the modern family. A swim spa can be customized to fit almost any 

space, making it the perfect choice for those with space restrictions. 

Reduced Cost - There’s simply no denying the 

benefits of saving money. Particularly in today’s 

uncertain economy where everyone is looking to 

conserve, a swim spa is a more cost-effective option 

compared to a swimming pool.  

From a lower initial price tag to reduced overall 

maintenance, chemical and energy use, when value 

for the dollar is measured, the swim spa is the clear 

winner. 
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Year Round Use - Not many people can honestly say they 

enjoy using their swimming pool in the winter when the 

temperature drops and the snow starts to fall. With a swim 

spa, year-round use is not only possible, but 

recommended.  

Whether it’s relaxing in the hot tub portion of a split 

model on an outside deck, or swimming laps from the 

comforts and warmth of the indoors during winter, the swim spa provides year-round 

health, fitness and entertainment. 

Safety - Another compelling reason to purchase a swim 

spa over a swimming pool is safety. For families with 

small children or curious pets, a swimming pool can be a 

dangerous addition to a home.  

On the contrary, the typical swim spa is only 4 to 4.5 feet 

deep, meaning parents can enjoy teaching children how 

to swim or play without worrying that they will venture 

off into the deep end. For split models with a hot tub portion attached, there are 

safety features built in, like cover locks and other features designed with optimal 

safety in mind. 
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The Importance of Planning: 

Preparing Your Home for a Swim Spa 

Now that you’ve made the decision to invest in your very own swim spa, more than 

likely you’re pretty excited to get it home and start using it. But before running down 

to the nearest dealer and buying the first one you see, take some time to plan a few 

things in advance. Deciding where to put your new swim spa and how it will be 

incorporated into your home ahead of time will ensure you choose the best location 

and more importantly, that it fits. 

In Ground or Above Ground - First, consider 

whether or not you want your swim spa to be 

installed in the ground or above ground. There 

are design issues to consider with each. For 

exterior installation, you will need to consider 

building, electrical and plumbing codes as well 

as the location of trees, wind, even sun exposure. 

On the Deck - Maybe you would prefer to place your swim spa on an exterior deck. 

If you are choosing a molded shell to place in your deck, you will need to decide 

where important components like the heater, pumps, filter and equipment will go. 

Remember, portable units are self-contained, meaning these components are within 

the swim spa itself and location is not an issue.  We suggest that you speak to your 

swim spa specialist for more details. 

Custom Built - With a customized design, you may need to think about the aesthetics 

surrounding your swim spa. Do you want custom copings and sidings? How about 

multiple water depths? 
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The Bottom Line 

Making the decision to buy a swim spa is an exciting, rewarding experience. Taking 

the time to read through some information will help you know what to look for and 

expect. Planning ahead is a smart purchasing strategy and can only help you more 

effectively choose the model of swim spa to most appropriately fit your specific 

needs and budget. A swim spa is a wonderful addition to your family, whether you 

are looking forward to health and fitness, relaxation or just pure fun. 
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About Us 

 
 

Hot Spring Spas of Iowa and the Twin Cities has been the leader of Hot Spring 

Portable Spas since 1983.  Our Company has always believed in offering the highest 

quality products and service available. 

 

In 1968, entrepreneur Paul Schaben started the company.  As he traveled around the 

area, he preferred to stay at hotels that offered a spa to help him soothe his arthritic 

hip that he injured as a teenager on the farm.  Loving the true health benefits that 

warm water and jet action provided his body, Paul felt that if there was ever a spa 

that could be delivered to your home and set up in less than a day that would be 

awesome.  For in the early days of spas everything had to be assembled piece-by-

piece, it took months to build and it was a very expensive endeavour to undertake. 

 

Just like you, Paul began his search for the right spa.  He researched the market 

thoroughly for several years before he ultimately chose the brand he felt comfortable 

with.  That brand was Hot Spring Portable Spas, and in 1983 Paul was so impressed 

with his spa that he wanted everyone to enjoy the same health benefits he was 

enjoying and became a dealer for Hot Spring Portable Spas. 

 

Today in addition to soaking in his Hot Spring Spa, Paul has found that swimming 

is the only exercise that accommodates his arthritic condition. 

 

Paul always said nothing gave him greater satisfaction than to see the smile on the 

face of his customers, and the stories they would share with him on how their Hot 

Spring Spa improved their lifestyles. 

 

Today, with over 22,000 Hot Spring Spa customers, throughout Iowa and Minnesota 

we truly are the Midwest’s Premier, Full Service Company that specializes in spas 

and proud to name our stores after the brand we offer. 
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We staff our own service and delivery teams and provide Certified Pre-owned Spas 

as well as great service programs for our customers. We are family owned and 

operated with Paul’s family overseeing day to day operations.  Our goal is to make 

every customers experience in the showroom and at their home the most enjoyable, 

after all, we all want to feel good! 

 

We are looking forward to the opportunity to make you a part of the Hot Spring Spas 

of Iowa and Minnesota family with the hundreds of other satisfied customers. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Thad Schaben 

HotSpring Spas of Iowa and Minnesota 

TSchaben@HotSpringGreen.com 
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Find Us 
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